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 To escape, Ben must break into the , which has Eon trapped inside. The is a Topside terminal that makes its home in the .
However, Eon has already set the AI on the task of destroying the entire world. Spoilers Show Notes Stuff That Should Be More

In-Depth Discussion Ben’s dad did give him a “generator” in his leg, but it was for the electricity in their home. Maybe there’s
more to it, but I don’t remember him explaining what it’s for. His dad also expressed his desire for Ben to “go back to work”, so
I think Ben’s now working at his dad’s firm. Ben’s mom is still alive, so the whole dying thing isn’t true. I guess he did get a few

bucks from his mother’s insurance, otherwise I don’t see why he’d be living on the street. Ben “was” homeless (at least until
Ben’s dad helped him get back on his feet), so he’s not experiencing homelessness again. Eon has already been in possession of a
fully functional  for at least 3 years. We see a schematic of the  in his office in episode 3, so it can’t be long since the AI’s been
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in use. Ben has to hurry if he wants to make it to an offshore drilling rig, where he’s going to board a helicopter to go to an . This
is an event that takes place in the first two episodes of season 5. The is an (made by !) that has taken over the world. This was
covered in episode 2. To get a , you need to find a terminal in a nigh-”topside” (AKA ). This is the part of the that’s above the

ocean. Ben goes on vacation and takes the  with him, so it can have a place to go outside without being affected by the
atmosphere of the  (e.g., rain). The has the words “Topside” and “Drive” carved into its nose. The is a “topside” ; the Drive is a

“bottomside� 82157476af
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